MAPPING LOCAL COMMUNITIES AFFECTED BY MINING

MAP 1

To enable local communities with alternatives to mining activities to share their knowledge
and experience, we have created a map. For to create this map, we used Google My Map
since it is easier to share on many different websites and platforms. Mine the Gaps needed
a platform that can easily shared and updated since we are planning to use this tool for
global network.
We have started with doing extensive research on communities with alternatives to mining
or communities with best practices in mining, and communities without alternatives. As you
can see on the map (Map 1), local communities with alternatives or best practices marked
with blue while local communities who suffered from mining without any alternative
livelihoods marked with red.

MAP 2
After putting the markers for local communities, we added a photo and general information
for every community on the map. When visitor of the website click markers, a new windows
pops up. This pop up window shows a photo from the mining area and includes broad
information related to the mining area and the community affected from mining activities.

MAP 3
When visitor click up a blue marker,
a pop up window will appear which
includes informations related to
communities with alternatives.
The window includes informations
such as legal status of mining,
organizations involved, summary of
the situation in the region, and
alternatives implemented to mining
by the community.

MAP 4
When the visitor click up a red marker, a
pop up window will appear which
includes
informations
related
to
communities without alternatives.

The window includes informations such
as legal status of mining, organizations
involved, summary of the situation in the
region, and potential limitations for
applications of alternative livelihoods.

The difference between red and blue
markers is that blue markers has a space
for alternative livelihoods while red
markers has a space for potential
limitations for application of alternative
livelihoods. Also, it is harder to find
organizations involved inside the red
markers since most of the time the case
is unknown.
At the end, if a representer from a local organizations whose community do not have
alternatives to mining, one can check the map and see communities with alternatives. These
local organization representer may try to find a community with similar background to their
and using the information inside the map can reach other organizations.
Map is available at:
https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=13mzy96uBqTim8WohfeXMKm_jncqMKTi2&ll=
7.2342068457067725%2C0&z=2

